The New Priess

TELEVISION SCANNER

A new scheme in "scanning" with a periodic system of vibrators in which the process is a continuously progressive one back and forth

Elmore B. Lyford

This action is relatively much slower, is in a direction at right angles to the twisting motion of the mirror, and causes the reflected beam to "sweep" up and down upon the screen to which it is reflected. The two actions of twisting and tilting happening together cause the beam of light to be reflected or "sprayed" to all parts of the receiving screen, in regular progressive order—just what is needed in television scanning.

The frequency of the twisting motion is controlled by the length and stiffness of the steel wire on which the mirror is mounted, and is adjusted to be about 5000 cycles-per-second in the models which Mr. Priess is now using. The tilting action of the frame is likewise controlled by the mass and stiffness of the assembly—just as in the case of a tuning fork—and is adjusted to have its natural period at a frequency of 74 cycles-per-second. The scanning direction is different from that obtained by the use of a Nipkow disc—straight across the screen, always in the same direction—but much like the results obtained by the use of a cathode-ray tube, i.e., back and forth across the screen working from top to bottom, and then from bottom to top. At the frequencies being used at present, there are 10,000 lines to be divided among 24 double frames-per-second, or a definition of about 200 lines-per-picture (horizontal). The definition-per-line will depend, of course, upon the efficiency of the transmitting and receiving devices and modulating system, but can be made equally as fine without any great technical difficulty. The net result promised by Mr. Priess is a picture three feet square, with the definition and brilliance of the average home movie projector.

Most important of all in the design of this scanner, perhaps, is that the twisting motion of the wire and the tilting motion of the frame both come, as has been pointed out, at the natural periods of the wire and frame respectively—that both motions are essentially periodic. Operation at these natural frequencies, rather than at some artificial frequency, (Continued on page 509)

PARTS OF THE UNIT

The various components are as follows: 1. Oscillating mirror; 2. high-speed torsional rod for line frequency; 3. low-speed torsional rod for frame frequency; 4. variable elasticity for tuning frame frequency; 5. polarizing coil; 6. line frequency magnet; 7. frame frequency magnet; 8. variable elasticity for tuning frame frequency; 9. lock for setting line frequency; 10. lock for setting frame frequency.
The "Ham" Shack

(Continued from page 46)

be blessed with the space for such antenna. In general, its length is not critical. The usual practice is to make it 23-75% of its length in meters (i.e., length in meters divided by 4.2). Wavelength (in meters) may be determined by dividing the frequency (in kc) into the velocity, 300,000. This means that feeders will be adequate for the 150-meter band. On the other hand, it will be seen that the 80-meter Hertz will form an excellent quarter-wave (Marconi) antenna, which can be operated against a counterpoise or ground.

Calls Heard


On 80-meter phone: CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H, CI18H.

By C. N. Smith, Forest Home Avenue, Chicago, Ill. For call and QST.

Television Scanners
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results in power savings which Mr. Priss computes the fourth magnitude—i.e. one ten-thousandth of the power that would otherwise be required. In the scanner as built at present, for example, the wire builds up a twisting moment at the mirror of about eight degrees—more than enough for television requirements—with an applied pulse in the coil of less than one-half watt. The tilting motion of the frame is likewise required with a power of only two thousandths of a watt. Since the scanner is small and rugged, Mr. Priss proposes that it shall be obtained directly from the receiving amplifier, by the building up of a pulse sent over the air, thus assuring exact synchronization of the receiver with the transmitter, and doing away with all necessity for driving motors, high voltage transformers, or anything of the sort.

The scanning units built by Mr. Priss, and illustrated in the accompanying photographs, are small and rugged, and cost about as much to build as does a good dynamic speaker. Test models have been operated through several billion dollars of the scanning mirror without showing the slightest trace of deterioration, since the entire action is obtained through the inherent elasticity of the various parts of the unit, without dependence upon any bearings or other similar devices.

MODERN RADIO SERVICING

by ALFRED A. GHIRARDI

12th Revised and Greatly Enlarged Edition of "Radio Servicing Course"

Supplemented by FIELD SERVICE DATA SUPPLEMENT and ANSWER BOOK

Some of the sensational features contained in these two books:

- Latest servicing techniques
- Complete trouble-shooting methods
- Complete trouble-shooting techniques
- Solving problems
- Field service data
- Many useful reference charts and tables

Send for free circular, complete trouble-shooting techniques, including 1958 models

Send for free circular, complete trouble-shooting techniques, including 1958 models

"The Radio Bible"

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE

by A. A. Ghirardi

Both students and experts agree that this is the one most useful radio book you can get for it gives you the knowledge every person of radio from fundamental theory down to latest applications. 1st edition, 972 pp. 560 illustrations. 44. Circular free.

"Send Out and Mail!"

RADIO & TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO.
45 After Plata, New York, N.Y.

☑ Send free circular on MODERN RADIO SERVICING and FIELD SERVICE DATA SUPPLEMENT.

☑ Enclose send for... 2nd ed. of Denton's SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK, at 81. each.

☑ Send free circular on Denton's Handbook.

☑ Enclose send for... Pocket Trouble-Shooters, at 25c each.

☑ Send free circular on Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS COURSE.

NAME: ________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________

OCCUPATION: ____________________________

Only $25.00

Designed by A. A. Ghirardi and B. M. Reed
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